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"The World Council of Churches team, which visited war-torn Yugoslavia in December 1992, returned with the alarming finding that the rape of women was being used as a weapon in the emerging conflict in the region" (p. 3). "The WCC visit and resort prompted a wave of practical solidarity through ecumenical channels of sharing. The WCC decided to combine its advocacy with actions of practical solidarity, and thus there WCC Ecumenical Women's Solidarity Fund was created. Ten years on, the Fund continues to support and celebrate the efforts and achievements of women and the communities where they live. In this booklet women tell their stories, each one helping to honour the unknown heroines of yet another war." -- Preface.  
"This publication is a collection of personal accounts from local women who are either beneficiaries or implementing partners of the EWSF. One woman and one account of her personal courage and vision to mark each year of the EWSF. The booklet shares some of the light which has shone in the darkness of the conflicts in this region: the courage and strength of women's spirit. It is also a form of thanksgiving to the churches and ecumenical family for the support and solidarity to the women and children of this region who have endured so much". -- back cover.  
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